Aquaporins (AQPs) serve as water channel proteins and belong to major intrinsic proteins (MIPs) family, functioned in rapidly and selectively transporting water and other small solutes across biological membranes. Importantly, AQPs have been shown to play critical roles in abiotic stress response of plants. Eutrema salsugineum is close to Arabidopsis thaliana and proposed as a model system for studying plant salt resistance. Here we identified 35 full-length AQP genes in E. salsugineum. Phylogenetic analysis showed EsAQPs were similar with AtAQPs and grouped into four subfamilies including 12 plasma membrane intrinsic proteins (PIPs), 11 tonoplast intrinsic proteins (TIPs), 9 NOD-like intrinsic proteins (NIPs), and 3 small basic intrinsic proteins (SIPs). Gene structure, also the conserved motifs (MEME) of EsAQPs in each subfamily shared high similarities. In detailed sequence analysis, EsAQPs comprised 237-323 amino acids, with a theoretical molecular weight (MW) of 24.31-31.80 kDa and an isoelectric point (pI) value of 4.73-10.49.
Phylogenetic tree of AQP amino acid sequences from Eutrema salsugineum and
Arabidopsis thaliana.
Alignments were performed using the default parameter of ClustalW and the phylogenetic tree was constructed using Neighbor-Joining tree method with 1000 bootstrap replicates in 
Figure 4
Conversed motif analysis in EsAQPs.
The conversed motif prediction was identified using MEME motif search analysis, and the maximum number parameter was set to 10. Aquaporin  SDP1  SDP2  SDP3  SDP4  SDP5  SDP6  SDP7  SDP8  SDP9 Ammonia 
Identified typical SDPs in EsAQPs.
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